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SUMMARY

Results are presented of an investigation

QUALITIES OF

made to determ3.ne
measuremmts of s~abflity, controllablli~y, end stalling charac-
teristics of five light airplanes.

Comparison of the characteristics of these airplanes with the
requirements for satisfactory flying qualities leads to the following
conclusions:

The five airplanes were stable longitudinally in most of the
conditions tested. The degree of stabillty varied considerably
among the five airplanes, but the up+levator position required to
stall with power on was low relative to ths maximum deflection of the
elevator.

The control surfaces of all the airplanes
effective in producing chenges in attitude end
about their respective sxes.

were satisfactorily
sngular velocity

Wide variations in directional stabillty were encountered among
the
the

five airpleneso The adverse yaw was considered objectionable on
airplanes which had low directional stability.

The dihedral ef’feetwas positive and generally withfn desirable
limits for all the airplanes tested. The bsnk accompanying sideslip
was favorably large even at low speeds for all airplanes.

The pitching moment due to siieslip was generally desirably small
at small angles of sideslip, although at large angles of sideslip an
appreciable nosing-down tendency was measured on several of the
airplanes.

Stall warnings were considered good for all five airplsnes,
although the ensuing instability which consisted of a rapidly

d
increasing
considered
buffeting,

. these last

rolling and yawing oscillation at the comple~ stall was
objectionable. The stall warning in general consisted of
Increased stick force, and rearwxrcistick travel, although
two characteristicswere rather small with power on. The
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ailerons were ineffective in maintaining lateral control In a power-on
stall in any of the airplanes. Recovery from the stalled condition
was easily made on all airplanes by pushing the elevator control
forward●

Stalls from turning flight were possible with power on at all speeds
In three of the four airplanes tested but were generally impossible above
a certain airspeed with power off because sufficient elevator control
was not available. The initfal roll+ff in a stall from a sideslipped
condition was M the direction to cause the trailing wing to drop.

The small fixed wing-tip slots on one of the airplane= were found
to have no measurable effect on its flying qualities or stalltng
characteristiccs.

INTRODUCTION

uuring the period beginning August 31, 1939 and ending July 27,
1940, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics conducted flyMg-
qualities tests on five light airplanes. Data on the individual
atrplanes were not prepsred in a form suttable for general release
because of the urgency of military work which had begun at that time.
The present paper gives a summary of’data that has been compiled for
the purpose of making available the findings of the IVACAin regard to
the stability and control characteristics of this type of aircraft.

The investigation comprised measurements of stability, controlla-
bility, end stalling characteristics. The results are based on data
obtained from photographic records of continuously recording instru-
ments supplemented by ptlots’ observations.

TESTS

Description of Airplanes

Descriptive characteristics of the five light airplanes are given
in table I. Photographs of the five light airplanes are shown as
figure 1 and three-tiew drawings are shown in figure 2. All five
airplanes were tw-place or three-place cabin land nrmoplanes and,
except for airplane 2, all had fixed I.andSnggears. Airplane 4
was the only one that had wing flaps and/or slots. The control+mrface
gaps were unsealed, except in the case of the rudder snd elevator of
airplane 2. The longitudinal trimming device consisted of’an elevator
trim tab for airplanes 1, 2, and k; an adjustable stabilizer for
airplane 3; and an independent airfoil munted below the horizontal
tail for airplane 5.

.
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The gross weights and center-of-gravity positions for which the
various airplanes were tested are as follows:

Airplane Gross weight
(lb)

1 1100
2 1503

975
? 1385
5 1060

. ———

Cente=f-gratity position
(percent M.A.C.)

‘ 26.9
22.()

25.1
29.0
24.4

.

.

The center-of-gravity positions given In this table ere those
approximately at the middle of the allowable center-of~avi.ty range
and are those at which mst of the tests were conducted. Other center-
of-gravity positions were tested in connection with the effect of
center of gravity and stalls. Som3 shift in center+f-gravity position
occurred with fuel consumption.

*

Instrumentation

Continuous photographic records of control movemsnts and the
resultlng motions and accelerations of each airplane were obtained
by an Installation of NACA recording instruments, The deflections of
the three controls were registered by a three-component control-
position recorder; the angular velocities in roll, yaw, and pitch,
by three tu-ters; end the linear accelerations along the three
axes of the airplane, by a three-component accelerometer. These
records, together with those from a pressure recorder which masured
airspeed and altitude change, were synchronized by mans of a timer.

In addition to the recording instruments, an indicating yaw vane
to assist the pilot in making specific maneuvers and a spring scale
to measure the elevator control forces were used. The yaw vane,
together with a calibrated sector
it could be read by the pilot.

, was nmnted above the cabin where

The airspeed recorder was connected to a swiveling pitot-stattc
head set a distance of 1 wing chord ahead of the leading edge of the
wing at about the middle of the semlspan. Both the airspeed recorder
and the airspeed indicator,,werecalibrated by meens of a trailing
airspeed head for airplanes 1 and 2, and the corrections derived for

. airplane 1 were assumed to apply to airplanes 3, k, and 5 because of
their similar configurations. The swiveling pitotistatic head may be
seen on the right wing in figures l(a), l(c), and l(e) end on the left

. wing in figures l(b) and l(d).
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In additfon to the instrumentationpreviously described,
airplane 2 was equipped with an Indicating accelerometer end a
sideslf~gle recorder. Alrplene k carried a sideslip-angle recorder
and a recording inclinometer as well as the stand~d. instrumentation.
The sideslip-sngle recorder vsnes may be seen mounted ahead of the
right wing in figures l(b) end l(d).

Elevator angles ~e presented with reference to the thrust axis
except for the case of airplane 4, for which the stabilizer is used
as a reference. If elevator engles had been given with respect to
the thrust axis for this airplsme, all values of elevator angle would
have been shifted uprard 3°. The control-position recorders were
located in the cockpit, and cable stretch may therefore have caused
some error in control positions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This investigation covered longitudinal and maneuvering stab~lity,
landing characteristics, lateral stability and control, stalling and
spinning characteristics,and the effect of slots on flying qualities.
Further discussion of the effects of the ~asured stability snd
control par-ters on the flying qualities end a set of quantitative
requirements for satisfactory flying qiuil.itieswill be found in
reference 1.

Longitudinal Stability and Control Characteristics

Static longitudinal stability.- The static longitudinal stability
characteristics of the five light airplanes for the power-n cruising
condition at a center+f-gravity position in the middle of the
allowable rsnge are shown in figure 3. The trim devices were set at
neutral for four of the five airplanes. No data on airplsne 2 with
tab neutral were available; therefore data with the airplane trinmd
full nose heaw (tab 3° up) were used. It is not believed that this
tab deflection would cause much variation in elevator angle and stick
force from those with neutral tab position. This condition was chosen
because it Is the one in which the mst flying time is spent an~ is
the one for which the most comparable data were available. The
variation of elevator angle with airspeed, shown in the lower pert of
figure 3, fs an indication of the so-called stick-fixed static longi-
tudinal stability end provides an indication of the stabillty in terms ‘
of the pilotts feel of stick position. Positive stick-fixed stability
insures that the airplane will tend to return to a given sngle of
attack or airspeed following a disturbance. The five light airplanes
tested were statically stable, longitudinally,with stick fixed end
power on, as shown by the negative slope of the curve of elevator
posftion against airspeed, although the degree of stability varied
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considerably among the five airplanes. The curves also show that, for
. each airplane, the u~levator position required to stall with power

on was low relative to the maximum deflection of the elevator.
Desirable stall-warning characteristics would be represented by more
rearward stick positions an~ larger stick forces at the stall.

The stick-free static longitudinal stability characteristics in
the power-n cruising condition are shown by the curves of elevator
stick force plotted against airspeed in ths upper part of figure 3.
The variation of elevator stick force with airspeed is an importsnt
criterion of the pilotts control “feel.” The curves show that all
five airplanes were statically stable, longitudinally, with stick free
end power on and that the forces were small compared to the pilotts
physical capabilities.

The friction in the control system is a factor that should also
be included in any discussion of control forces. The force gradient
experienced by the pilot with change in airspeed is highly influenced
by the amount of friction that must be overco~. Friction in the
eystem also reduce6 the ability of the airplane to return to its trim

. position when the stick is displaced end then released. Friction will
prevent a pilot from obtaining a consistent “feel” for a given attitude
in a given configuration and w1ll make trlmtningthe airplane mre

. difficult. The tendency of the airplane to return to its trim airspeed
when the stick is displaced and then released will be lsrge if the
slope of the force curve is lsrge but will always be reduced if the
friction is large. The friction in the elevator system of each of
the airplanes tested was as follows:

—

Airplane

1 1

Friction
(lb)

——

1 +

2 1

3 4

4 Not determined

5 5
——

The control friction of airplanes 1, 3, and 5 was reported by the pilots
to be excessive; on the other hand, that of airplane 2 was considered

. unusually, but favorably, low.

The effect of power on the static lo~itudinal stability is shown
. in figure 4 for airplanes 2 and 4. The stick-fixed static longitudinal

stability of both airplanes was increased with power off, as shown by
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the steeper slope of the curve of elevator angle against airspeed.
TMs effect was the ssme for all five airplanes tested. The Increased
pull forces required to trim at a given airspeed with power off may
be seen from the curves of figure 4 for both airplanes although the
force changes are greater for airplane 4. Had the airplanes been
trimmed at the sam airspeed for the power-off condition as for the
power-on condition,the slopes of the power-off curves would have been
increased and would indicate an increase In stick-free static
longitudinal stability.

The effect of retracting the lending gear on static longitudinal
stability is shown in figure ~ for airplane 2. No appreciable change
in stability was obtained, stick-fixed or stick-fne, but the up-
elevator angles and pull forces required to trim at various airspeeds
were reduced throughout the speed range by retracting the lan~ing gear.
This reduction of the angles aud forces would be expected because of
the nosing-down tendency resulting from the combination of the drag
of the extended landing gear and the forward end downward movement
of the center of gravity relative to the thrust axis.

The effect of flaps on the static longitudinal stability of
airplane 4 is shown in figure 6. Deflecting the flaps caused a
decrease in stability, both stick-fixed and stick-free, and also
reduced the uplevator angles and pull forces required to trim at
various airspeeds throughout the speed range. These effects were
probably caused by a change in downwash over the horizontal tail
snd/or a change In dynamic pressure at the tail with flaps down.
Notice the slight stick-free instability and stick-fixed neutral
stability which occurs in the power-on flaps-down condition at speeds
above 60 miles per hour. This condition was the only one in which
negative stability was found to exist for any of the airplanes tested.

The effect of center-of-gravityposition on static longitudinal
stability is shown in figure 7. A forward shift in center=of~ravity
position resulted in en $ncrease fn stability, both stick-fixed and
stick-free. The stick-force curves shown were obtatned with a constant
trin+tab setting, and as a result the trim speed was increased by the
forward movement of the center of gravity. Figure ~ shows that
approximately a constant Increment of force was required to maintain
trim at any speed when the center+f-gra.vity position was changed.
If the alrpbne had been trimmed at the same airspeed :n each case, ,
the slope of the curves for the ?mre forward center-of-gravity
positions would have been increased and those for the more rearward
center+f-gmvity posftions would have been decreased; thus the
changes of stability with cente~f-gravity position would have been
more obvious.

.

.

The effect.of the trimming+evice setting on the variation of
the force with speed for three of the alrplsnes tested is shown in
figure 8. The ad~ustable stabilizer on airplane 3 and the elevator

.
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trim tab on airplane h were satisfactory for trimming the airplanes
under all conditions. Although the curve for the tab nose-heavy
condition of airplane 4 indicates little variation of stick force
with speed, it does not indicate neutral stick-free stability because
the airplane was not trimmd to zero stick force. It actually
indicates that the tab is sufficiently powerful to trim the airplane
at speeds much higher than the maximum level flight speed of the
airplane at this particular centewf-gravtty position, or at all
speeds up to the maxlnmm level-flight speed, at the npst rearward
center+f-gravity position. The trimming device on airplane 5
exhibited a lack of power, as shown In figure 8, end might be inade-
quate to trim at forward center-of-gravity positions. The trimming
device on this airplane consisted of an independent airfoil mounted
on the sides of the fuselage under the stabilizer instead of an
elevator trailing-edge tab or adjustable stabilizer as used on the
other airplanes tested. (See table 1.)

Dynamic longitudinal stability.-The dynamic longitudinal
stability characteristics were msasured by ncording the airspeed and
the elevator position during control-free oscillations at various
airspeeds end flight configurations. The oscillations were produced

. by releasing the elevator in steady flight at a speed greater then
that for trim. A time history of a typical oscillation showing
records of the airspeed and elevator position is given in figure 9

. for airplane k. Figure 10 shows the ~riod and damping characteristics
of two of the airplanes tested. All the airplanes tested were
dynamically stable throughout rnst of the speed range, although
airplanes 2 and 4 were .dynamicallyunstable at low speeds as shown
for airplane 2 in figure 10. The characteristics of this type of
oscillation are shown by the tests of reference 2 to have no corre-
lation with the ability of pilots to fly an airplane efficiently,
the long period of the oscillation making the degree of demping
unimportant. This conclusion has been substantiated by subsequent,
tests. The damping characteristics shown in figure 10 represent
approximately the extrems conditions encountered in the tests-of
these five light airplanes.

.

.

Maneuvering stability.- Elevator effectiveness in maneuvers for
all alrplsnes was measured by recording the normal accelerations end
pitching velocities experienced in abrupt pull-ups end push+iowns at
various speeds. An indication of the effectiveness of the elevator
at very low speeds, as, for example, in pitching out of the stall
condition, is given by the push~own data obtained at very low speeds.
Accelerated-flight data typical of that for all five airplanes is
given for airplane 3 instable.11. The pitching accelerations end

~displacements in pitch were obtained by differentiating and integrating,
respectively, the angular velocity records. Elevator effectiveness for
all five light airplanes tested was considered normally powerfil in
both pull-ups end push-downs, either with power on or power off.
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The normal accelerations obtained with the control fully deflected
in abrupt pull-ups and push+iowns are plotted, again for airpkne 3, as
a function of airspeed in figure 11. It appesrs from this figure chat
the elevators of airplane 3 were capable of maneuvering the airplane to
the desi~ positive load factor (4.30g). The data were similar for all
five airplanes tested.

An indication of stick-fixed maneuvering stability at speeds only
slightly above the stall is given for airplane 1 in figure 12. The
response to down elevator is shown to be entirely adequate with power
off as well as with power on. This test was conducted for only
airplane 1, but other maneuvering data indicate that the response of
the other four airplanes to elevator control in push+iowns should be
similar to that of airplane 1.

Because of the difficulty in determining stick forces in
accelerated flight with the spring scales then in use, no force data
were obtained in pull-ups, push-downs, or turns. Qualitative calcu-
lations made for airplanes 1 end 2 show the stick force per g for
airplane 1 to be approximately 2$ times that of airplane 2. The

main reason for this difference is the difference in elevator
dimensions. The stick force per g is proportional to the product of
the elevator span and the square of the root-man+quare chord$
provided other factors remain constant. The two airplanes chosen
for these calculations exhibited the extreme values of this product,
the values being 16.36 and 6.16 cubic feet, for airplanes 1 end 2,
respectively. Subsequent tests made by the Langley Flight Research
Division on other airplsnes have shown that values of stick-force
gradients from 7 to 10 pounds per g are desirable for airplanes of
this type.

Landing &aracteristics.- During these investigations, limited
landing tests were conducted on airplsnes 1, 2, and 5. The elevators
of these airplanes were capabh of producing I&ree-point landings at
forward center-of+fravitypositions. The elevators of airplanes 1
and 5 produced three-point landings at deflections which were slightly
less than the deflection required to stall the airplane at altitude
with power off. Tail-low landings were made in airplane 2 at approxi-
mately the same elevator deflection as that required to stall at
altitude.

Lateral Stability and Control Characteristics

Dynamic lateral stability.- Dynamic lateral stability &arac-
teristics were measured in powe=n and power-off flight at various
speeds above the stall. The tests consisted of trimming the airplane
for straight flight insofar as possible, abruptly deflecting the
rudder, and then releasing all controls. The period and damping of
the oscillations were evaluated from the records of yawing velocity.

.

.

.

.
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The yawing and rolling velocities as well as the
. resulting from a typical lateral oscillation are

sideslip angle
shown for airplane 4

9

in figure 13. ~pb.ne may be seen to have exhibited a tendency
toward spiral divergence as shown by the slight divergence ofthe
yafing veloZl~t”=t2i?TlXidof the osclll%%Kion.

.,4.,U... .--=.---.-
—-..——./

Data for period and damping of the lateral oscillations for two
airplanes are plotted as a function of airspeed in figure 14. These
data represent.the extreme values of period obtained. The long period
shown ky airplahe 5 indicates that this airplane had relatively low
directional stability. In mcst cases the oscillations were heavily
damped (to 1/2 amplitude in less than 0.6 cycles). In the case of
airplane 2, however, the oscillations at higher speeds required about
1.5 cycles to d~cuupto 1/2 amplitude. The damping was greater with
power on for all airplanes except airplane 5 which showed better
damping characteristicswith power off than with power on. (See
fig. 14.) Lateral oscillations were satisfactorily damped bn all
airplanes.

All airplanes e~ d F@ ral instabilit~; that is, a tendency
to diverge slowly into a spiral with the contrcdsfree, both with power
on end with power off. Spiral instability is not considered objection-
able, however, because tests have shown that this slow divergence does
not detra,ctfrom the pilot’s ability to fly the airplane efficiently.

Sideslip characteristics.-”The dihedral effect, the directional
stabillty, the pitching moment due to sideslip, and the cross+ind
force characteristicswere measured by recording the control positions,
angle of bank, and angles of sideslip in steady sideslips at various
speeds. Data are presented for all five light airplanes in figures 15
“to19. Plots of elevator position, rudder position, aileron position,
and angle of bank as a function of sideslip angle for power-on and
power-off flight at both high and low airspeeds are presented. The
effect of flaps iS also shown for airplane 4 in figure 18. The sign
and magnitude of the dihedral effect are indicated by the aileron
used to counteract the rolling tendencies in the sideslip. The
figures show the dihedral effect to have been relatively unaffected
by power, to have been always positive since the aileron was always
used to depress the leading wing, and to have been generally within
desirable limits. The magnitude of the dihedral effect for airplane 2
{fig. >6) was comparatively small, only approximately 1.5° of aileron
being used for a,sideslip angle of 10°. Putting the flaps down on
airplane 4 caused little change in the dihedral effect as may be seen
in figure 18(a).

Directional stability is indicated by the sideslfp produced for a
gfven ~a,lue of’ the wing-tip helix angle in rufiier-fixedaileron rolls
end by the variation of rudder angle with sideslip angle in steady
sideslips. On
angle, figures

the basis of the variation of rudder angle
15 to 19 show these five airplanes to have

with sideslip
been
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directionally stable under all conditions to the limits of their
respective rudder travel although considerable differences existed
between the results for the different airplanes. The curves are
everywhere continuous and fair tith no reversals in slope even though
angles of sideslip as high as k~ were reached in some cases. The
pilots also reported smooth and continuous variations of rudder force.
Greater sideslip angles were obtained in power-on flight for a given
rudder deflection (from trim) than were obtatned in power-off flight,
the effect being mre pronounced at low speed. F@re 20 shows a
comparison of the relative directional stability characteristics,on
the basis of the variation of rudder angle with sideelip angle, of
two of the airplanes tested, airplanes 2 and 5. The greater
directional stability of airplane 2 is fmmdiately apparent, despite
any difference in rudder effectiveness. The slopes of the curves
show that considerably mre rudder is required to produce a given
amunt of sideslip in airplane 2 than in airplane 5.. However, as
will be pointed out in the section ‘tRuddercontrol characterlstlcs,”
the rudder effectiveness of airplane 2 appears to he somwhat less
than that of the other four airplanes despite the fact that the rudder
hinge gap was sealed on thie airplane. Reference to table I shows
the product of tail length and total vertical tail exea of airplane 2
to be approximately twice that of airplane 5, which fact would also
indicete a greater directional stability of airplane 2. The low
directional stability of afrplane 5 in the power+m low+peed condttion
at low angles of sideslip is also apparent from figure 19. ~ low
directional stability of afrplane 5 resulted in an undesirably large
ammnt of adverse yaw In rolling maneuvera, a~ will be discussed in
the section “Aileron control characteristics.” From figures 15 to 19
the directional stability of the other airplanes is seen to be
between that of airplane 2 and airplane 5.

The relation between the angle of bank ami angle of sideslip
given in figures 15 to 19 shows that the cross-wind force of the five
airplanes progressively increased with angle of sideslfp and was of
such magnitude that a reasonable amount of Mdeslip could be easily
perceived by the pilot even at very low s~eds. Because of the
location of the wing tips relative to the pilotts vision in airplane 2,
the pilots reported that, unless careful reference was made to the
wing tips, it was easy to be banked 2° or 3° without being aware of it.
Figure 18{a) shows that putting the flaps down on alrphne 4 reduced
the angle of bank slightly for a given sfdeslip angle.

The amount of elevator required for a given smuunt of sideslip is
an indication of the pitching moment due to sideslip. The pitching
moment due to sideslip is significant in that the magnitude may be of
such a value as to cause ah Inadvertent stall. An airplane in which
positive, or nose-up, pitching moment accompanies a sidesllp would
tend to stall as the sideslip is increased; on the other hand, en
airplane in which the sideslip is accompanied by negative pitching
moment would ‘And to stall when the sideslip is being reduced, as,

.

.

.
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for example, during recovery from an improperly coordinated turn.
Figures 15 to 19 show that considerable differences in pitching-moment
characteristics existed among these five airplanes although the change
in pitching moment with sidesllp was generally desirably small. In
most cases the pitching moment was such as to cause the airplane to
nose down at large sideslip angles although some airplanes which
were in this classification also showed a tendency to nose “upat
small angles of sideslip. These two characteristics may be seen
in figure 15 for airplane 1 in the power-on low+peed and power-off
low-speed conditions, respectively. Airplane 4 in most cases tended
to pitch up at large angles of sidesli~as may be seen fn figure 3.8.
Unsymwtrtcal pitching+mment characteristics are shown in figure 15
for airplane 1 in the power-off high-speed condition snd in
figure 19 for airplane 5 in the power+f’f low-speed condition. This
type of characteristic is not particularly dangerous but 1s somewhat
unusual in the power-off condition. The particular pitching+xment
characteristic noted in the low-speed condition for a given configu-
ration and airplane was generally encountered also at the higher
speeds but the magnitudes were smaller. Airplane 2 showed little
change in pitching maent with sideslip angle relative to that of
the other airplanes, mainly becausa of the small sideslip angle
attainable with this airplane. Because these tests were made by
keeping the pilotts airspeed meter reading constant, these data are
not entirely satisfactory, since considerable error was introduced
in the airspeed systemby sideslip on the pitot+tatlc hsad. Partial
stalling may have occurred during the low-speed power+ff sideslips
and may have introduced further error in the data.

Aileron control characteristics.- The aileron control charac-
teristics of the light airplanes were investigated at various speeds
in various fllght configurations. Records were obtained of the
rolling and yawing velocities end sideslip angles which resulted
from abrupt deflections of the aileron control with the rudder held
fixed.

Tim histories of four representative aileron rolls are presented
for airplane 4 in figure 21. The variation of rolling velocity,
yawing velocity, angle of bank, end angle of sideslip with tim when
the ailerons exe held over and the rudder is fixed are shown. Both
the yawing velocity and sid.eslipangle may be seen to have been
adverse in sign. All the airplanes exhibited adverse yaw although
airplane 2 showed definitely less adverse yaw than the othsr four
light airplanes. Airplane 2 was considered by the pilots to be a
good +xm+ontrol airplane because the adverse yaw for thts airplane
was not, under any conditions, objectionably large. As was pointed
out in the section “Sideslip characteristics,” the amount of sidesllp
produced in a rudder-fixed aileron roll may be considered as en
indication of ths directional stability of en airplane. Airplanes
which show the most adverse yaw (sidesllp angle) are considered to have
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low Mrectional stability. The adverse yaw was particularly objection-
able at lqw speeds in airplanes 4 and 5, as may be seen in figure 22,
which shows tfme histories of aileron rolls at low speed with ailerons
fully deflected for airplsnes 3, 4, and j. The maxhun rate of roll
in a roll with rudder fixed may be seen to have been sustained for
only a short time and decreased rapidly because of the adverse stde-
slip and yawing which developed. It is believed that a larger fin
area and./ora modified aileron design to reduce adverge yaw woulil’
produce a marked improvement in the flying qualities of airplanes 4
and 5. The time history shows that, although the rolling velocity
for airplane 3 also decreased, the sideslip angles develo@d were not
so large as those for the other two airplanes shown.

Rolling and yawing velocities and accelerations are presented
as a function of the percentage of total aileron movement in figure 23
for airplane 4, whtch exhibited values of rolling velocities that
approximated the values of those of the ffve light airplanes. The
data so presented were taken from time histories of aileron rolls
such as those of’fi&mes 21 and 22. The aileron effectiveness pro-
gressively Increased with control deflection at all speeds for all
five airplanes, and the magnitudes of the rolling velocities
experienced fm these airplanes were considered adequate by the
pilots. Typical values of the rolling velocity and wing-tiphelix
angle for the five airplanes are given for various speeds and flight
configurations at approximately full aileron deflection In table 111.

*
The helix angle is expressed by 2V, where p is the rolling

velocity In radians per second, b is the wing span, snd V is
the forward veloclty of the alrplene in feet per second.

~ given failed to exceed the minimumOnly one of the values of Zv

satisfactory value of 0.07 radian specified in reference 1.

The magnitudes of the rolling accelerations shown in figure 23
are of interest mainly from structural considerations, although the
ratio of the rolling acceleration to yawing acceleration is of
interest as a measure of the adverse yaw. Changes in power or flap
condition for airplane 4 are seen from figure 23 to h,aveno appreciable
effect on the aileron Characteristics. Likewise, lending-gear position
had a negligible effect on the aileron characteristicsof airplane 2.

Rudder control c’haracteristics.-The rudier control characteristics
were determined by abruptly deflecting the rudier various amounts in
various flight configurationsand recording the resulti.~ motions of
the airplane. These tests were repeated for several different speeds.
The rudder effectiveness, measured by the displacements, velocities,
and accelerations In yaw, is shown for airplane 1 in figure 24. The
accompanying displace~nts and accelerations in roll sre also given.
The effectiveness of the ru&ier may be seen to have increased

.

.

.
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progressively with
greater with power

rudder deflection end to have been appreciably
on than with power off, the difference for power-off

low-peed. flight being of the order of 50 percent of the power-on
values. Similar characteristicswere observed for airplanes 3, 4,
and 5. The rudder effectiveness of airplane 2 in terms of yawing
acceleration per degree of rudder deflection was smaller than for
the other airplanes but was still adequate for all normal maneuvers.
Extending the flaps on airplame 4 had the same effect on rudder
effectiveness as “cutting” the power. The resulting reduction of
rudder effectiveness was of the order of 50 percent.

The rudder-kick maneuvers shown in figure 24 for airplene 1
indicated a positive dihedral effect in all conditions, as did the
sideslip tests, the displacements in roll and rolling accelerations
always being to the right for right rudder deflections. The magnitude
of the roll due to rudder was in no condition considered to be
excessive by the pilot. This conclusion was reached for all airplanes
where roll due to rudder was measured.

The effect of power on the rudder position required for straight
unyawed flight is shown for airplane 1 in figure 25. As would be
expected, the difference between rudder positions with power on and ‘
power off increased as the speed was reduced. The difference was 6°
at 40 miles per hour. The effect of power on rudder position required
for straight unyawed flight in the other four light airplanes was
shown, where tested, to be similar to but of smaller magnitude than
that of airplene 1. The difference in rudder angles was generally
of the order of 4°.

The demands on the rudder in overcoming aileron yaw was shown by
a conrpaxison of the yawing accelerations produzed by the ailerons an~
by the rudder when used separately. Although the aileron control
characteristics (fig. 23) and the rudder control characteristics
(fig. 24) are not given for the same airplane in this paper,.a
comparison of yawing accelerations obtained from similar data for a
given airplane would indicate the power of the rudder in overcoming
aileron yaw. Comps&ison of these data for all airplanes except
airplane 3, for which the data were unavailable, showed the rudder
to be sufficiently powerful to overcome aileron yaw at all speeds
tested with power on snd power off, although at low speeds with power
off, a large snmunt of rudder deflection was required.

Stalling Characteristics

The stalling characteristics of the five light airplanes were
studied by recording the mmements of the controls and the resulting
motions of the airplane produced in stalls from straight flight snd
from turning flight in various flight configurations. Tests were also
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made in airplane 3 of stalls which were entered with various amounts
of sideslip. The stall data (figs. 26 to 43) are presented in the
form of time histories, except figures 35 end 36 which are summarY
curves of characteristics dete~mined from the histories of stalls
produced in various conditions. A brief analysis of the records is
insluded In the legend for each figure.

Stalls from straight flight.- Stalls from straight flight were
produced with power on and power off at various center+f%ravity
positions. No stall’tests were made in airplane 2 with landing gear
down; however, stalls in airplane 4 were made in both flaps-up and
flaps+iown conditions. Entry to the stalled condition was usually
made by a gradual reduction in airspeed with the wings laterally
level and with no intentional sideslip or skid.

To an experienced pilot, the stalls were generally well forewarned
by light buffeting and preliminary mtions in pitch, yaw, end roll
which served as an indication that the nmre violent instability
associated with the complete stall was imminent. The exception was
airplane 4 in the power-on flaps=up and power-on flaps-down conditions.
In these conditions no appreciable.buffetfngoccurred with this
airplan~ but, as the stall was mme closely approached, motions in
pitch, yaws and roll occurred which so increased in magnitude up to
the complete stall that they were considered ob~ectionable. Other
stall warnings were the rapidly increasing stick forces @ rearward
movemmts of the control required in the approach to the stalling angle
of attack with Powe=ff and the steep nose-up attitudes reached with
power on.

In all cases, for all flight configurations withfn the centemf-
gravlty limits tested, the usual lateral instability occurred when the
complete stall was produced. This lateral Instability took the form
of a rapidly dimrging oscillation which could not be controlled by
mane of the ailerons, although some measure of lateral control could
be obtained by skillfUl use of the rudder. The maximum values of
rolling velocity obtained in the rolling oscillations were similar
for all the airplanes and were so=what larger when larger up-elevator
angles were used. The Instability could be immediately checked at any-
tfme by the slight application of down elevator. These characteristics
are shown graphically by mans of time histories of various stalls
(figs. 26to 34). A brief description of the characteristics portrayed
is included in the legend for each figure. Comparisons of the charac-
teristics of the dtfferent alrple.nesin stalls are given in table IV.

The development of instability in a slowly produced laterally
level power-on stall in airplane 1, in which full-up elevator was not

‘ used, IS shown in f@ure 26. Figure 27 shows a sim~hr stall for
airplane 2 in which full-up elevator was used. Response to the aileron
in the stall is shown for airplane 5 in figure 28. All five airplanes
showed about the sam correct initial response to the ailerons followed

.

.
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by reversal of effectiveness
to the rudder with the stick

as adverse yaw predominated. The response
all the way back in the stall is shown for

airplane 4 in the flaps-p power-on condition in figure 29.

The development of instability in a slowly produced laterally
level power-off stall.in airplsne 5 in which full+p elevator was not
used is shown in figure 30. Similar stalls in other airplanes pro-
duced similar time histories. Figure 31”shows a tinm history of a
similw stall in airplane 2 with a rearward center+f~avity position
during which a “falling-leaf” motion developed. A power+ff stall
from straight laterally level flight in airplane 2 with a forward
center+f~avity position in which full-up elevator was used is
shown in figure 32. The response to the ailerom” during a powe~ff
stall in airplane 5 is shown in figure 33. T!& response to the rudder .
during a powe~ff stall in airplane 1 Is shown in figure 34. Response
to the rudder was correct but slow on all airplanes. The stalled wings
exhibited a strong dihedral effect as shown by the rolling velocity
following the rudder deflections.

The manner in which the stall developed in airplane 2 pr~ved to
be of interest. Tufts were therefore Installed on the wings of this
airplane end motion pictures were made of their action during a number
of stalls. The description of a typical power-off stall in airplane 2
follows. The stall began at the trailing edge of the wing near the
fuselage, progressed outward along nmst of the aileronj and then
moved forward in a chordwlse direction. When the right wing had
become completely stalled, the airplane,rolled end slipped to the
right with the consequent installing of the wing. The regain fn
lift progressed reazward toward the trailing edge. Whsn the right
wing had become nearly unstalled, the left wing stalled, end the
airplane rolled end slipped to the left. This altermate stalling and
installing of each wing continued until relief was obtafned hy use of
the elevators. It was difftcult to determine from the nntion-picture
records whether the wing tip stalled in every case. When the tip
stall was definitely observed, however, the tip was the last part of
the wing to stall. This type of stall progression is of unusual
Interest in view of the 2:1 taper ratio of the wing of this airplsne.

During these tests, both airplanes 1 and 5 were made stallproof
in the power+ff condition by limiting the up-elevator travel to en
angle slightly less than the angle at which lateral instability
occurred. Normal three-point landings were performed with the elevator
limited in this manner,=ad the control was sufficient to allow such
power-eff turns and maneuvers as the pilot felt would ever be requ~red.
It is of further interest that violent applications of the rudder with
the stick completely back dfd not produce the stall. Elimination of
the stall with power on as well as wlti power off would, of course,
require approximately the sexneelevator angle for stall with full
power as with engine idling; therefore the limit.applied tc the up-
elevator travel would be below the elevator engle required to stall
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:n either power condition. An investigation is described in
reference 3 in which the effect of power on the elevator an~@.erequired
to stall was reduced considerably fn an effort to mdce the sub~ect
airplane stallproof. The tests described Ifireference 3 were made
with an airplane of the same type as airplane ~ and were made as a
result of some of the findings reported herein. Although this
alrplsne was not made completely stallproof in all conditions, it
was made spinproof.

The effect of power on the elevator angle required to stall at
different center+f-gravity positions is shown in figure 35 for
airplanes 2 arid3. Airplane 2 showed the least effect of power on
the elevator angles at which motions not initiated by the pilot first
occurred, and airplane j showed the most effect of power of all the
airplanes te8ted. The difference between elevator angles for the
power-on end power+ff conditions was of the order of 6° for airplane 2
and 13° for airplane 3 as shown in figure 35. Figure 35 also shows the
effect of longitudinal trim for airplane 3 and landing-geex position
for airplane 2.

Stalls from turning flight.- Stall.sfrom turning flight were
produced or attempted at various speeds (by vexying the tightness of
the turn) with power on and power off. Summary curves of the normal
acceleration, elevatir angle, and pitching velocity at which lateral
instability occurred are shown as a function of airspeed for airplane 1
in figure ’36. Time histories showing the characteristics of the
airplenes in stalls from turns are shown in figures 37 to 40. A brief
description of each stall is included in the legend for each figure.
Comparison of the characteristics of the different airplanes in stalls
from turns is given in table IV. Ho data on stalls in turns were
obtained for airplane 2.

The instability associated with the complete stall was essentially
the same in turning flight as in straight flight. The violence of all
motions accompanying the stall was increased somewhat in turning flight
becauee of the effectively increased wing loading under accelerated
conditions. The preliminary motions about all three axes beceme an
unmistakable stall warning. Stall warnings for all airplanes tested
were the increased rearward stick positionsand the increased elevator
forces required to produce a stall in turning flight. FMu~ 36 shows
that the elevator angle required to stall in airplane 1 Increased
almost linearly with the fndicated stalling speed in the turn, The
increase in u~levator position was required to produce the pitchin~
velocity in the turn. This Increase in elevator angle required was .
so great in power-off turns that full-up elevator would not produce
the stall at speeds above 56 miles per hour. This characteristicwas
approximately the seinefor the other airplanes tested. The airspeed
above which the airplane could not be stalled in turns with power Qff
vsried with airplanes because of their different characteristics end
the difference in up-elevator travel limlts. The increase of eleva~or

.
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angle required to stall in powe~n turns over that required in
straight flight was of similar nagnitude for airplanes 1, 3, and 5,
but because the elevator engle required to stall in straight flight
was lower with power on than with power off, stalling in turns with
power on was Vssible at all speeds tested. Airplane 4 could not
be stalled in tight turns even with power on. In shallow turns to
the left, however, it was possible by certain definite control action
to spin this airplane in the direction of the turn.

The lateral instability in stalls from turns was similar to that
in stalls from straight flight and generally occurred as a rapidly
diverging oscillation from which recovery was easily made by pushing
the elevator control forward. A detailed description of soxw of the
individual characteristics is given as follows:

A time history of a stall from a tight power-on left turn is
shown in figure 37 for airplane 5. This figure shows that the
airplane rolled out of the left turn when sideslip was carried. A
powe’wn right turn in which the airplane again rolled out of the
turn when sideslip was carried is shown in figure 38 for airplane 3.

. . This characteristic was also quite typical of airplanes 1 and 5 in
this condition. The initial roll-off was found to be either into
or out of the turn, the direction depending on whether the airplane

. carried skid or sideslip, respectively. All the turns in airplanes 1
end 3 carried sldesllp, as indicated by the transverse acceleration
(plotted positive for acceleration to the left), end the downwind
wing stalled first in every case so that the direction of initial
roll-off was always out of the turn. When neither sideslipping nor
skidding was present, airplane 5 tended, in most cases, to roll into
the turn when instability occurred. Instability in this direction
is considered a particularly dangerous condition because of the
resultlng attitude which makes recovery an acrobatic maneuver
requiring considerable altitude.

A tim history of an attempt to stall airplane 3 in a ~we?+off
left turn is shown in figure 39. Airplsne ~ stalled in a power-off
right turn as shown.~n figure 40.

Stalls from steady yawed flight.- Stalls from steady yawed
flight were produced in airplane 3 to compare the resultlng stalling
characteristics with those experienced under unyawed conditions with
particular regard to studying the effects of carrying sideslip or
skid in turning flight. These stalls were executed by the usual
gradual reduction in airspeed, but the rudder and ailerons were
manipulated to maintain a steady yawed condition. The direction of
roll+ff and the violence ‘ofthe resulting instability were studied.
The results are presented in the form of ttn hfstories in figures 41
to 43.
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In stalls
elevator angle

NACATN No. L573

carrying initial sideslip the relation between the up
and the engle of attack for lateral instability changed

from that which existed for straight unyawed flight so that ~eater-
amwnts of up-elevator angle or more rearward positions of the stick
were required to stall in every case. In the power+n conditions, the
change in pitching mnwnt produced by sideslip was not sufficient to
prevent the complete stall. In these stills the instability was
increased in violence because the control disposition required for the
sideslip carried corresponded to that used in spinning. The sequence
of events when instability developed was a dropping of the downwind
wing and a rapid turning tuward the dropping wing because of the
increased drag of that side as well ae the sudden loss of equi.llbrium
between the angle of bank’ and the cross-wind force. In every case
the roll occurred in the direction opposite to the sidesltp. These
characteristics are shown in figures 41 and 42. In power-off
conditions, sideslip angles of 20° so litited the effectiveness of I
the ele~ator that complete stalls could not be produced with the stick
full back, as shown in figure 43; although with 10° sideslip, rolling,
instability could be produced.

It is therefore obvious that stalling with crossed controls is
likely to lead to instability of increased violence and may be particu-
larly serious, as mentioned before, if it is produced with skid in a
turn because of the resulting attitudes of the ai~lane. Manipulation
of the yaw-producing control may therefore markedly decrease safety in
flight when the airplane Is operated by inexperienced personnel.

Spinning Characteristics

Spin tests were conducted on airplane 4 to determine the combi-
nation of flap and control positions and power which would produce a
spin. No spin investigationswere made with the other airplanes. A
spin was

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Recovery
controls
recovery

produced in airplane 4 only under the following conditions:

Power on full

Flaps up or down

Left rudder in a shallow left turn

Elevator full back

Ailerons against roll as the wing dropped into turn

was rapid and automatic when the power was reduced or the
were neutralized. A typical.time history of a spin snd
is shown in figure 44. All attempts to spin from other

.

.

.

conditions resulted in sptrals. .
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Effect of Slots on Flying Qualities

Comparable test maneuvers to determine the effect of the wing-
tip slots of airplane 4 on the flying qualities of the airplane
were perfornwd with the slots o’penend closed. For the slots+losed
tests the slots were covered and faired by a thin sheet of Btal.

The characteristics specifically investigated were sta~ing,
aileron effectiveness at speeds close to the stall, and longitudinal
stability. Figure 45 presents comparable aileron-effectivenessdata
for both slotted and unslotted conditions. It will be noted that the
slots had no measurable effect. Data on the longitudinal stability
also showed an inconsequential effect. Although actual records are
too lengthy to include, no measurable effect oft~ slots on stallin6
characteristicswas discernible either to the pilot or through
analysis of the data. The spinning data also remained unchanged.

CONCLUSIONS

Flight tests of five light al.@anes have defined their flying
qualities in terms of certain quantitative data obtained in various
maneuvers and flight conditons. Comparison of the characteristics
of these airplanes with the standard requirements for satisfactory
flying qualities leads to the following conclusions:

1. All the airplanes tested showed stability of the long-period
longitudinal oscillation except two of the airplanes which were
unstable at low speeds. D-c longitudinal stability of these
airplanes was not considered a significant factor, however.

2. The static longitudinal stability, indicated by the variation
of elevator position and force with airspeed, was positive for all
airplanes and at all conditions tested except for a slight instability
in the power-on flaps-down condition for one of the airplanes at
airspeeds exceeding 60 miles per hour’. The degree of stability varied
considerably among the five airplanes, but the up-elevator position
required to stall with power on was low relative to the maximum
deflection of the elevator. Control friction, which had the effect of
masking the true control forces, was considered to be excessive in
several of the airplanes tested.

3. The elevators of all airplanes’tested appeared to be capable
of developing the positive Mmit load factor of the airplane and were

.
capable of producing three-point landings at a forward center-of-
gravity position and of producing sufficiently rapid recovery from a
stall.
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~. Lateral oscillations were aati%factorily damped onell
airplsnea.

5. The ailerons of all airplenes tefttudproduced rolling
velocities which varied mmothly with aileron deflection end which
were approximately proportional to aileron deflection. The maximum
rolling velocity obtained by use of the ailerons was such that the
helix angle generated by the wing tip equalled and in some cases
greatly exceeded the value of 0.07 radian eetabliahed as a minimum
for satisfactory aileron control.

6. Wide variations in directional stability were encountered
anmng the five airplanes. The adverse yaw was considered objection-
able on the airplanes which had ldw directional stability.

7. The dihedral effect was positive and generally within
desirable limits for all the airplanea teBted. The bank accompanying
sideslip was desirably large even at low epeeda for all airplanes.

8. The rudders of all airplanes for which data were available
were sufficiently powerful to overcome sdverse yaw and to trim the
airplane in straight flight.

9. Tha pitching mmmmt due to sideslip was generally desirably
small at small angles of aldeslip. On several of the airplanes an
appreciable nosln~own tendency was masured at
angles.

10. Stall warnings were considered good for
although the ensuing instability which consisted
increasing rolling end yawing oscilbtion at the
uem considered objectionable. The stall warning

large sideslip

all five airplanes,
of a rqpidly
complete stall
in general con-

sisted of buffeting, increased stick force, and rearward stick
travel, although these last two characteristicswere rather small
with power on. The ailerons were ineffective inmaintainlng
lateral control in a power+n stall in any of the airplanes.
Recovery from the e+alled condition was easily made on all airplanes
by pushing the elevator control forward.

11. Stalls from steady turning flight were possible in the
power-on condition in three of the four airplenes tested, although
stalls from turning flight with power off were generally impossible
above a certain flying speed because sufficient elevator control
waa not available. The mtion of the airplane following a stall
from a turn was usually more violent then that from straight flight.
The initial roll-off in a stall from a sideslipped condition was i.n
the direction to cause the &wnwind wing to drop.

.
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12. The small fixed wing-tip slots on one of the airplanes were
found to have no masurable effect on its flying qualities or
stalling characteristics.

Langley Memorial Aezwnautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic

Langley Field, Vs., November 25, 1947
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TABL2I

D-IOHAL OWRACTESI’STTCSOF ~T A3RPLPJl!S

NACA TN No. 1573

.

Item Airplane1 Airplane2 AWPMM 3 Afrplnne4 ~ Airplane Y

wing ~ Iiigb Strut-bracnd LOW caatiiewer High Utru+bmced Highstrut-brace~ Eighatmt-brmai

Landinggear Fixd Retractable Fixei Fixed Fixed

Xnglne b cylinderhari-
zmtallyopponed 5 cylitierr.did 4 ;~t:g y;;md 4 :;;:~; yg;ad 4 ::;~:; @;;,d

Ratedpemr, hp mt rpm 65/2!50 90/s25a W2w &J/2700 65/2@

Rorml sroaaveisht,lb 11X 1700 11oo 15& w
Propellerdim. cd pitch,in. p, 44 -P,* p, k5 n, 4’2 72,Lb

IImberof bladm 2 2 2 2 2
Ulng loadlris, lb/oq ft 6.8 10.5 6.17 10.2 5.W
Powerload!ng,lb~p 1?.7 18.9 22.0 19.75 M .15

Wig a.irfoi1 nectkm Clark Y BellaumB m 3%3 (MOiifiadl SACA 4412 2AOA2301S

wingplanform RectansUarvlth Tawred 2:1with Rect.ansularwith Rectangularwith
I’Ouzxteatips

ILactangullkrwith
au@.ar tips roundedtipn roundedtips roundedti~a

Ulngareafncludiwfuselage
area,B~ rt @ 161.5 178.5 135 m

wingspan,ft 36.0 3L16 35.21 yl.Oa 36.00

Maanmrodynmdo chord,ft 4.68 4.95 5.U 4.~ 4.98
Aapmt ratio T.65 7.22 6.94 7J16 7.20

Dihedral,deE 1.5 4,5 1.0 2.5 1.0

Wiog incfdenee,deg -1.5 -k.0(appmx.] 1.8 -0.6 3.8

Waahaut,dag ----- ---- ---- ---- 3.0 1.5 3.5(approx.)

Flaptypa Hone Nbm Nom Slotted nom

FiaPn!’m,m ft ----- ---- ------- - --------- 12.2 ------ ---

Max. ftipdeflection,deg ----- --L- -------- --------- Y. ----- ----

Totalwin8=alotlensth, o 0 0
parcentwingapm lg.b o

Ailerontype Friee Friae ml se Friae Frim

Allaronarea(each),nq ft 9.9 7.0 9.6 9.0 8.7

Ailerondeflection,dog L27.5 *22.5 a9 -14 to 28 2s2

Ailamn open,percentwing
EOalmpxl

38.& p .2 W.b u .0 kb.o

Aileron momnt arm,pnrwnt
Uingmidapcn= 65.3 71.7 61.9 68.8 -73.-7

H0rlz0nt4.1taillcmgth,rtb 14.83(appmx.) 15.ko 15.54 14.96(o.ppmx. ) 15.5S(approx.)

Stabilizermea, sq rt 13.66 15.67 14.65 lb.so 15.00

Stabilfzerinc~dmce,dog -5 -2 (approx.) -5 to 1.5 -3 0

Horizontaltailaprm,rt 10.16 lo.sl 9.50 9.33 10.00

Max.ck..sbilizer ckmi, in. 23.69 22.& 26.S1 29.75 26.M

Elwatar area,sq ft 11.5h 9.bg 10.64 lo.~ 30.&

Elmatar deflection,dog 33 Up, 33down 23 UP, 20 dwn 36Up,28<mm 27.5up, z% d- 27 Up,S7down

Elcmtar type Plainflap Plainrlap,
#aaled@p PlldJfflap Pla!nflap Plalnflap

UUlslttiimltrltinsawice Ad@stebl.a‘%I Adjustabletab
Mjustable Mjumtabletab MJuatablaitia-

●tabilizer pmdent airfoil

Trimlng &evf oe area, sq ft 0.38 l.ti lb.65 0.77 ----- ----

Triming deticadefbction,des 25 up, 25 dfm 3 Up, = down 1.5Up, 5 down 15,5Up, ~ down 38 UP, 33down

E3watm epantimm man chord
aqu=Od,cu rt M,36 6J6 14.73 M.54 12.60

Verticaltaillength,rtc 15.33(approx. ) 15.82 15.88 13,94(appmx.) 15.91(appmx,)

Fine.rea,aq ft 6.50 %0.97 (tz.tal) 4.02 8.41 ::50

Rudderarea,nq ft 8.2o 6,28 ‘6.55 ‘6.76 6.20

Rudderderuction,dag t30 4-15 *33 kti 226

Typerudder Plainflap Plainflap,sealed Hornbalanced Eom d overhang

WP te.lsnced Plainflap

Balancearea,parcantredder o 0ams 13.8 32.7 0

Directionaltri-g d.wice Nom None IiOrIO None smallfhnd tAb

Type of cockpitcontrol Wheel stick Stick wheel Whee1

,.——- -...—=
‘Mldapsnaileron to aentar Mm of airpkruw. YJ@@A)s”-b=tiiw ~dw of mec dmrd ‘W e:evqcor hlnse l~e.

CLeading edgeof mot chordtaxudderbingeline.
%hr.sefirm;o.tkmmifin.2.65squarefeeteach.
‘Includesbalancearea.

.
,
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TABLEII

Power

On

L

off

PUI&UPS AND -+DW3S, AIRPLANE 3

correct
I

indicated Max. elevator Max. normal Max. pitching Max. pitching Pitch di~placemnt

airepeed angle acceleration velocity
(dog)

acceleration
(g) (radiane/8ec2)

in
(radians/8ec)

- sec
(mph) (;eg)

36 Up
36 Up
36 Up
36 Up

36 Up

36 UP
36 Up

Pull-ups

1.80
2.3’j
2.90
2.75
3.55
3*77
2.85

1.50
2.07
2.78
3.77

1.17
1.33
1.42
1.40
1.54
1.62
1.60

0.67
1.00
1.25
1.46

Push-downe

6.04
6.90
6.90
6.90
8.02
7.35
8.16

8.1
11.3
9●5
9.3
11.5
11.1
----

_K.L!!_
,

[

28 d- 0.16

on :; 28 down .16
57 28 down -.21
74 21 down -.07

{

28 dovn 0.16

off ?2 28 dqwn o
63 28 down -.10
74 24 down -.30

4.58 3.19
-.52 2.30
-.45 2.47
-.30 2.53

=0.45 2.21
-.45 2.77
:;: 2.36

3.04

4.0
4.2 .
4.7
5.2

!2”
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TABLEIII

VALUESOF ROLLIN3 VELOCITY MD WINWIYP HELIX ANGLE FtXl FNE LIOHT AIRPIAIES

correct

confl~ation ,indiC8t,8d Rolling velooity !Hnpti p
airspeed (radians/sec ) helix angle

(I&ph)

Airulane 1

Power off 90 1.12 0.153

Pouer on 90 1.08 .147

Power off 60 .78 .160

Power on 60 .’j’l ‘“ .145,
Power off 37 .51 .168

Power on 30 .47 ..192

Airplane) 2

Power off 97’ 0.77 0.093

Pouer on, wheels doun 97 .83 “ .100

Power off 56 .35 ,073

Powar on, whsela dovn 53 .31 .068

Airplane 3

Power off & 0.69 0.103

Power on & .65 .097

Pouer off 60 .% ‘- ! .132

Power on 60 .54 I .108

Power off 35 .33 .113

Power on w .28 .112

All-plane4

Flapa up 80 o.& 0.116

Flaps Up 50- .46 .106

Pouer on 45 .40 .103

Pousr on, flaps dovn 40 .33 .095

Airplnna 5

Power off 75 0.63 0.103

Power on 75 .64 .105

Power on 62 .53 .l~

Pouer off 58 .71 .108

Pcwer off 40 .31 .095

Power on 37 .30 .099

.
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TABLE N

ScAIJ,mc cHARAcmIsTIcs

~cwaparhm0, values refers ‘covalue, given,. the fuplre ,0. any giventmght Cmd,tion.-j

Airplaae 2 Airplane k Airplcna 5Airplane 1 Alr@ane 3

owly developed.
power-on stall,
less thau full-up
elevator

Angularvelocity less tiku
O.2 radinnc/aec;ai~
speed and acceleratIon
oscillationof Samsl
parlod as airplene 1

Flnps up: angular velocity
reachaa 4.3 radicns/Eec
in 3rd cycle of Mverging
I.ong-pericdoscillation;
airspeed oscillation
twice nicgnltudeof that
of airplane1. Ylupa
down: no oscillation,
diverged into high-speed
spiral

Flaps up; snwtllamplitude
oscillationabout all
3 axes which tended to
damp out

leefigure 26 ----- ----- --- Angular velocity less
than O.2 radians/aec;
airspeed and accel-
eration oscillation
sam period as that
of airplane 1

P
Cn
4
CxJ

---- ---- ---- - See figure 27”wer4m Wall,
full-up elevator

----- ----- --- ----- ----- -.

Correct inttial response,
reversal of effectivc-
nem as aileron yaw
predominated;an@ar
velocity em.1.ler

see figure28CoErect initial response,
reversal.of ef’fective-
neee as aileron yaw
predominated;angular
velocity shout same as
for airplane5

Correct initirilremcmse,
reversal of offactive-
ness as ailercm yaw
predominated;full-uP
elevator but angular
velocity about same as
for airplane 5

qonfie to aileron,
power-m

:orrectlnttial
response; reversal
of effectlvenees
as aileron yaw
pradomtnated;
cnguler velooity
d.ightlyhigher;
full-up elevator

Rewmse similar,10SS of

. controlfollowinguee
of large rudder deflee-
tIons more prompt, less
extkeme than alrplane 4

Sam3 ae airplane2 See figure 29; flaps upaponae to rudder,
power-m, full-up
elevator

----- ----- ------- _____ ---

See figure 30Motionc much smaller,
amplitude of airspeed
oscillationof order
of 1 )q)h

kbtions muoh smallerowly developed
power-off.ktail~,
le~s than full-up
elevator

iotloneabout same,

airspeed oscilla-
tion tended ta diverge

----- ----- ---

----- ----- ---

----- ----- --owly developed
powex-off-Etitll,
lese than full-up
elevator, rearward
c.g. posltfon

See flgura 31; “falling
leaf”

---- ---- ---- - ----- ----- ---
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TABLT IV - Concludai

STAL~ CRARACTERBFICS - COIIChIfied

Airplane1 AirPlane2 Airplane.j Airplane4 Airplane5

POweMff stall, Rapidly increasingair- See IYgura32 ---- ---- ---- -.
full-up el.evatir

----- ----- ---
sped and staap glide

KYticnspreventedby
jugglingmddor;

path indicatingflight
beyond C~; lWSC

use of allerms
resultedin lam of

rollingand pitching contrclmmi feated

mtions; rate 0f by la.r&rolllng

descent abcut cnd yalli~ VCilOCi tiOS;

lXO ft/cdn aimpavd osctllattom
erratic,diverged
when controlwas lout

Response ta ailerons,CorrectInttialres~nm, correct initialreepanse, SCMas ah-plana1
power Orf but rolled @net

Correct initlal.resymee, S00 figure 3 j; ailorop
but rolled againet but rolled against

ailercneas aileronyaw
yaw atmnger than on

aileroneas aileronyaw
pmdomtnated

aileroncES aileronyaw otimr airplanes
predominated;aileron pmdomlnatad; ailaron
yaw not as Etmng ae on yaw not aO strongae on
othor airpl.nmes airplancm1, 3, and 5

ResNnse to ruddar, see.S-lgura31! Reeponee corract but Sam m airplana2 Sem an airplans2 Sam as airplcna2
pmmr off slw ; strongdilmdral

effect

stall from pwar+n Larger valuee of mxlmm ----- ----- --- Largar vduas of wd.mm Could not be stalled See flgura 37; very few
tight laft turn rollingvelocity; mll.fngvuloclty

longitudinalinsta-
preliminarymtions

bilitymm pmml.ent

Stall frma ~r-on similar to flgum 38 ----- ----- --- See figure 38 ---- ---- ---- -
right turn

Similar ta figure 38

stall rrca ~r-cff COUM not be stalled ---- ---- ---- - see figure 39; could ~t ----- ----- --- Stalled and rolled into
left turn be stalled t.um .c.MJmughm

dipping v.m pm sent

Stall from power-off ---- ---- ____ _ ____ ---- ____ _ Did net stall;cantrollad ----- ----- --- Sac figure hO; very few
rlght turn ailaranmum md!s IX prelimlncrymtione

right nnd left;
pitchinsoscillation
indlcatd mtsllwae
irmtmnt
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Figure 1.- Continued.
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Figure3.- Staticlongitudinalstabilitycharacteristics.Power-on
cruising;airplanes1,2,3,4,and5.
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Correct indicated airspeed, mph

Figure 4.- Effectofenghe poweronstaticlongitudinalstability
characte~istics.Airplanes2and4.
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Figure 5.- Effect of landing gear onstaticlongitudinalstibility
characteristics.Center-of-gravityposition,22percent
M.A.C.;trimtab3°up;poweron;airplane2.
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Figure 6.- Effect of flaps on static longitudinal stability
characteristics with power on, Center -of-gravityposition,
29percentM.A.C.;trimtabneutral;airplane4.
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Figure 7.- Effect of cen~er-of-gravity position on static
longitudinal stability. Trim tab neutral; power on; flaps
up; airplane 4.
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4 Tail heavy –-A- —— I
5 Nose heati —v—
5 Tail heavy –-+- –

.

40 60 80 /00 .
Correct Indicated airspeed, mph

Figure 8.- Effect of trim-device setting on the variation of
elevator stick force with speed. Power on; airplsnes 3,
4, and 5.
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Figure 9.- Time history of a typical longitudinal oscillation. Flaps up; power on; rearward
center-of -gravity position; airplane 4.
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1 26.9 --o---
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60 80 /00

Correct indicated airspeed, mph

Figure 10. - Periodanddampingcharacteristics
oscillations.Power on;airplanes1 and2.
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Fimre 11.”- Normal accelerations produced by abrupt pull-ups and push-downs from level
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flight with power on and off using full elevator control. Airplane 3.
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Figure 14. - Period snd damping characteristics for lateral oscillations,
Airplanes 3 and 5.
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Figure 17.- Sideslip characteristics. Airplane 3.
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Figure 21. - Time histories of four aileron rolls. Power off; flaps up; airplane 4.
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Figure 24.- The maximum yawing velocities, yawing and rolling accelerations, and
displacements in yaw and roll produced by abrupt rudder deflections at various
speeds. Airplane 1.
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Figure26.- Development of instability In a slowly produced lateraIly level power-on stall.
Note rapidly diverging oscillation in roll which was not initiated by pilot. Also note the
elevator position at which instability started and the pitching that originally tried to
relieve stall. Full elevator was not used. Airplane 1.
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Figure 27.- Power-on stall approach from straight laterally level flight, landing gear up.
Elevators were pulled up to their maximum deflection, at which point the resulting
unstable motions occurred more abruptly and with somewhat more violence than with
elevator held at position for slowly produced stall. Airpkme 2.
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Figure 28.- Power-on stall approach. Elevators moved back until first indication of
instability appeared, at which point the ailerons were used. JJote the initial correct
response in roll followed by a reversal of aileron effectiveness as the effect of
adverse yaw predominated. Airplane 5.
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Response to rudder with stick all the way back. Note continuous oscillation
in pitch, roll, ‘and yaw. Also note loss of control following use of rudder. Flaps up;
power on; airplsne 4.
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Figure 30. - Power-off stall approach from straight laterally level flight. Elevators were .
moved back until first indication of instability appeared, at which point all controls were
held fixed. Note mild left roll not initiated by pilot which checked itself butresultedin
a steadylefthrcn.Airplane5.
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Figure 31. - Power-off stall from straight laterally level. flight. When the elevators had
been pulled back 3/4 of full deflection, the other controls remaining essentially fixed,
the ship developed a falling-leaf motion with increasing oscillations in roll and pitch.
Note also the divergent oscillation in yaw as shown by the variation of angle of sideslip
with time. Lauding gear up; rearward center-of -gravity position; airplane 2.
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Figure 32.- Power-off stall approach from straight laterally level flight. Elevators were
pulled up to their maximum deflections, rudder and ailerons remaining fhred. Note the
motions in roll and pitch not initiated by the pilot which slowly increased in magnitude
after the elevator had been fully deflected. Landing gear up; forward center-of -gravity
position; airplane 2.
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Figure 33, - Power-off stall approach. Elevator moved back until first indication of
- instability appeared, at whi-c-~point the ailerons were used. The airplane roued and

yawed left against the applied aileron deflection. Airplane 5.
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Figure 34.- Flight beyond the stall, power off, using rudder only. Note thatpilot can keep
violent rolling motion from developing by manipulation of the rudder with the stick all
the way back. Airplane 1.
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Figure 36.- Variation of elevator position, normal acceleration, and pitching velocity
with indicated stalling airspeed in normal banked turns, power on and power off.
Elevator position measured from thrust axis; airplane 1.
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Figure 37. - Stall from a tight power-on left turn. Slipping into turn (as indicated by
transverse acceleration) produced roll out of turn when instability occurred. The
instability was relieved by moving the elevators down. Airplane L
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Figure 38.- StaU from a’power-on right turn. Note that aileron was held out of the
turn and sidesHp occurred into the turn. Elevators were slowly pulled up, lateral
instability developingat about 16 seconds and resulting in a roll-off out of the
turn. Airplane 3.
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Figure 39. - Attempt to produce pow&-off stall in left turn. No instability occurs with the
elevators full up. Controlled aileron rolls were made to right and left with the elevator
remaining fully deflected. Airplane 3,
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Figure 40. - Stall from a power-off right turn. Transverse acceleration indicates skidding
out of turn. As a result, the airplane rolled into turn when instability developed. Note
small pitching motions prior to the roll-off which were not initiated by pilot. Airplane 5.
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Figure 41. - Stall from a 20° right sideslip with power on. Airplane spun out of sideslip
when lateral instability occurred. Note lsrge values of pitching velocity attained.
Airplsne 3.
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Figure 42. - Stall from a 200leftsideslipwithpoweron. Airplanespunoutofsideslip
when lateralinstabilityoccurred, Instability was checked by pushing the elevators
down. Airplane 3.
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Figure 43.- Attempt to stall from power-off left sideslip. Note that full-up elevator does
not produce lateral instability. Airplane 3.
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Figure 44. - Time history of entry and recovery from a spin. l?laps up; power on;
airplane 4.
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